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Abstract: Virtual models’ production is of high pertinence in research and business fields such as
architecture, archeology, or video games, whose requirements might range between expeditious
virtual building generation for extensively populating computer-based synthesized environments
and hypothesis testing through digital reconstructions. There are some known approaches to achieve
the production/reconstruction of virtual models, namely digital settlements and buildings. Manual
modeling requires highly-skilled manpower and a considerable amount of time to achieve the
desired digital contents, in a process composed by many stages that are typically repeated over
time. Both image-based and range scanning approaches are more suitable for digital preservation of
well-conserved structures. However, they usually require trained human resources to prepare field
operations and manipulate expensive equipment (e.g., 3D scanners) and advanced software tools
(e.g., photogrammetric applications). To tackle the issues presented by previous approaches, a class of
cost-effective, efficient, and scarce-data-tolerant techniques/methods, known as procedural modeling,
has been developed aiming at the semi- or fully-automatic production of virtual environments
composed of hollow buildings exclusively represented by outer façades or traversable buildings with
interiors, either for expeditious generation or reconstruction. Despite the many achievements of the
existing procedural modeling approaches, the production of virtual buildings with both interiors and
exteriors composed by non-rectangular shapes (convex or concave n-gons) at the floor-plan level is still
seldomly addressed. Therefore, a methodology (and respective system) capable of semi-automatically
producing ontology-based traversable buildings composed of arbitrarily-shaped floor-plans has
been proposed and continuously developed, and is under analysis in this paper, along with its
contributions towards the accomplishment of other virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
projects/works oriented to digital applications for cultural heritage. Recent roof production-related
enhancements resorting to the well-established straight skeleton approach are also addressed, as well
as forthcoming challenges. The aim is to consolidate this procedural modeling methodology as a
valuable computer graphics work and discuss its future directions.

Keywords: procedural modeling; procedural generation; building ontology; building modeling;
virtual traversable building; ontology-based grammar; arbitrary shapes; fake-concave; virtual reality;
augmented reality; cultural heritage; Roman architecture; Roman style; computer-aided design
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1. Introduction

Virtual reconstruction refers to the faithful digital reproduction of real-world entities such as
objects, settlements, and even biological systems. Its usefulness has been shown in a wide range of
areas, including biomechanics [1], architecture [2], post-catastrophe event analysis [3], reconstructive
surgery [4,5], Mixed Reality (MR) [6], education [7], and archeology [8–10], among others.

Approaches to achieve virtual reconstruction effectively can be classified into non-automatic
and semi-/fully-automatic techniques, both depending on the information source. While the former
essentially refers to manual modeling, the latter includes image-based, range-scanning, and procedural
modeling techniques. Manual modeling relies on the usage of Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
software tools and usually requires skilled labor, as well as a considerable amount of production
time. Archeological virtual reconstruction demands a multidisciplinary articulation between several
specialists such as modelers, designers, programmers, and archeologists or historians. Another couple
of strategies capable of streamlining the modeling process using techniques to extract information
from a particular source stand as alternative. On the one hand, image-based approaches—resorting
to, for example, the pinhole model or structure from motion (SfM) techniques recurrently applied
in photogrammetric processes—enable the estimation of 3D positions out of 2D digital imagery
composed of single or multiple views, which can be obtained either from archives or surveying
processes. While data scarcity associated with the single-view approach leads to the need for additional
inputs—eventually provided by the user—the multiple views’ approach requires proper image sets
commonly obtained through surveying activities that often demand: (1) extensive analysis and
preparation of the area of interest, when carried out terrestrially; and (2) specialized knowledge on
manned or unmanned aerial platforms, when carried out by air. Besides, technical know-how to
deal with proper data processing tools—such as photogrammetric software—cannot be neglected.
On the other hand, range scanning resorts to usually expensive sensing devices such as Light
Detection And Ranging (LIDAR), Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), and laser technology to obtain
point cloud representations of the scanned surfaces. It involves the use of expensive equipment and
technical knowledge to operate them, as well as to process data in specialized tools. Besides, the time
consumption associated with both image-based and range scanning approaches, the effectiveness of
works requiring virtual reconstruction of settlements—such as buildings and monuments—is directly
related to those structures’ conservation state. Still, within the semi-/fully-automatic approaches
topic, procedural modeling has been studied and applied to generate virtual environments and
structures based on rule sets, with a minimal amount of user interaction and time consumption.
Particularly for archeology, it brings advantages in the reconstitution of missing or severely-damaged
structures, since it enables rapidly obtaining glimpses of their hypothetical representations. Thus,
procedural modeling turns out to be suitable not only as an exclusive or complementary virtual
reconstruction strategy—according to available information—but also to iteratively test and refine
hypotheses towards pertinent virtual models depicting convincing ancient structures [11]. Table 1
sums up the main characteristics associated with each approach, in a virtual reconstruction perspective.
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Table 1. Comparison between different virtual reconstruction approaches—manual, image-based, range scanning, and procedural—by features, adequacy,
requirements, and automation level.

XXXXXXXXXTopic
Modeling Manual Image-Based Range Scanning Procedural

Short definition Traditional handmade
modeling through the use of
CAD software tools.

3D estimation supported by the
pinhole model, triangulations, and SfM
used in photogrammetry pipelines,
among others.

Active sensor-based modeling
acquiring surfaces’ 3D
morphology, (usually)
accessed as point clouds.

Collection of semi-automatic
processes and techniques with
a reduced demand for user
interaction.

Conservation adequacy Both well-conserved (digital
reproduction) and degraded
structures (hypothesis
proposal).

Well-conserved structures (e.g., aiming
at digital heritage documentation and
conservation) or proper photographic
documentation prior to advanced
deterioration.

Well-conserved structures
(e.g., aiming at digital
heritage documentation and
conservation).

Both well-conserved (digital
reproduction) and degraded
structures (hypotheses
proposal).

Possible requirements Skilled labor, time, and/or
numerous human resources;
need to understand issues
related to geometric
construction and morphology
modeling.

Additional inputs (single view); proper
image sets (multiple views); eventual
training on time-consuming surveying
techniques; knowledge on specialized
software (e.g., photogrammetry);
computational power.

Expensive sensors or data
access; eventual training on
time-consuming surveying
techniques; knowledge
on specialized software
(LIDAR/GIS); computational
power; complementary RGB
sensor for color acquisition.

Grammars and rules systems
that require some isolation
level (e.g., graphical tools);
computational resources may
impact expeditiousness; rules
to address specific geometric
construction and morphology
modeling issues must be
supported.

Potential for automation Lowest. Medium. Medium. Highest.
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During the last few decades, the procedural modeling scientific community has proposed different
methodologies that aim at the semi- or fully-automatic production of urban environments represented
by virtual buildings’ exteriors, as well as virtual buildings with interiors, either for expeditious
generation or reconstruction. The virtual models outputted by those methodologies are of major
importance in research and business fields like architecture, archeology, or video games, to satisfy
different requirements, such as expeditious building generation for extensive virtual environment
production and hypothesis testing based on virtual reconstructions.

Despite the many achievements of the existing procedural modeling approaches, most of them
still lack support of the generation of virtual buildings with both exteriors and interiors composed
of arbitrary shapes—non-rectangular shapes (convex or concave n-gons)—at the floor-plan level.
Considering the limitations, new processes and techniques, capable of properly supporting some
relevant tasks (e.g., digital preservation of cultural heritage or extensive virtual urban environments
production), specifically those involving the generation/reconstruction of virtual buildings with
irregular geometric requirements, were developed in a methodology that considers ontology-based
grammar rules as input to derive coarse 3D building models externally constrained by arbitrary
shapes and having internal divisions delimited by convex shapes [12]. Regarding the generation
process, an adapted treemap approach is used to subdivide the building layout into floor-plan
areas, ranging from rectangles to arbitrary shapes. Moreover, a method concerning internal
room walls’ adaptation is addressed. Then, a set of operations is performed, from the marking
transitions’ step to the walls’ extrusion process, which provides the 3D aspect. Rather than validating
architectural rules, this work aimed to provide a particular class of specialists—namely archeologists
and multimedia professionals—the freedom to timely propose and iteratively refine virtual models,
until the achievement of plausible hypotheses.

The proposed procedural modeling methodology [12] work started to be delineated in [13,14]
and passed through a few enhancements [15,16] until more recent versions [12,17]. This methodology
had its first implementation in the “Expeditious Reconstruction of Virtual Cultural Heritage Sites”
(ERAS) research project (PTDC/EIA-EIA/114868/2009), which focused on the virtual reconstruction
of Roman buildings [18]. Later, the “Adaptive Mixed Reality System for Archeology Sites” (MixAR)
project (2014/038803, European fund for regional development)—co-developed with GEMA Digital
and Technology Agency enterprise (Oporto, Portugal)—benefited from virtual models produced
by the enhanced version of this procedural modeling methodology [16] to integrate them in Mixed
Reality (MR) environments providing virtual visitations to the past [19–24]. Recent contributions
were also given to a system combining Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)-based land surveying,
photogrammetry, and procedural modeling of buildings to set up enhanced VR environments for
cultural heritage [25]. Indeed, the methodology that is being analyzed in this paper played a primary
role for the success of the presented projects/works. Meanwhile, some progress was made to improve
buildings’ roofs generation, using the straight skeleton approach. Future challenges and final remarks
are also presented and discussed.

Overall, this paper’s main goal is the consolidation of a previously-developed procedural
modeling methodology [12] that is addressed in two principal moments: (1) solution review; and
(2) documentation of development stages, along with significant contributions to other research
projects/solutions. The underlying contributions include:

• chronological compilation of the proposed methodology progress and related works in a single
documenting source;

• overview of the methodology contributions that allowed accomplishing other VR/AR works
supporting archeology promotion, providing an insight towards procedural modeling’s practical
application;

• incorporation of grammar rules and geometric operations to support the production of straight
skeleton-based roofs [26–28] over either a single building part or an elevated polygon clustering
the layouts of a set of neighbor, although individual, building parts;
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• presentation of an integrated digital environment built up with the support of the
proposed methodology, which includes both manually-produced and procedurally-generated
virtual models.

The following section addresses some important works that have been proposed using both
non-procedural and procedural modeling approaches, including contributions to archeology, with a
stronger focus on the latter, which is the main topic underlying this work.

2. Background on Settlements’ Virtual Production/Reconstruction

This section is dedicated to briefly review non-automatic, image-based, and range scanning
methods, as well as procedural modeling approaches, which have been leading to progress in the digital
cultural heritage area, more specifically in the recovery and/or preservation of historically-relevant
structures/settlements.

2.1. Non-Procedural Modeling Approaches

In spite of being quite demanding regarding both time and human resources, non-automatic
(manual) modeling enables a step-by-step follow-up, usually from scratch, which provides full control
and customization over the entire virtual models’ production pipeline. While it supports many
professional/research areas (e.g., architecture, engineering, and construction [29]), this modeling
style has been providing contributions to cultural heritage recovery, observable in works such as
the recreation of Bracara Augusta (Braga, Portugal) [30], the recovery of cultural heritage buildings
located in Conímbriga (Portugal) [31], and the reconstitution of Lisbon (Portugal) prior to 1755’s
devastating earthquake [32]. Matini and Ono [33] documented the quality verification performed
over virtual models that were produced to recover and preserve digitally cultural heritage buildings
ruined after an earthquake that impacted the Citadel of Bam (Iran), in 2003. Their aim was to
ensure representational accuracy and faithfulness, not only for visualization, but also for eventual
research purposes. More results of these reconstruction activities can be found in [34]. Furthermore,
among the works worthy to highlight is a project wherein a virtual model of the historical Vila
Velha (located in Vila Real (Portugal)) was produced, considering the 13th Century as the temporal
reference. It was developed based on data gathered during the excavations from a topographic
survey, on-site evidence, discussions with an archeology specialist, analysis of similar structures,
and documentation [35]. To recover monuments of the Volga Region (Republic of Tatarstan, Russia)
dated from the 14th Century, a project uniting experts of several areas—such as historians, architects,
3D modelers, programmers—was carried out, focusing on the virtual reconstruction of several
monuments at different conservation stages, from intact to vanished. Concerned with public
participation, a promotional game was also developed [36]. In [37], a virtual reconstruction of the
TT209 tomb (Luxor, Egypt) consisting of a two-step process was presented: firstly, several elements
of that point of interest were collected, including photographs, videos, and measurements, and then,
Blender (Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, Netherlands) was used to develop the set of models that
was integrated in a game built for teaching purposes. In some recent works, manual modeling is still
an option for missing structures. For example, in [38], the Segeberg castle (Kalkberg, Germany) was
virtually reconstructed using AutoCAD (Autodesk, Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA).

Image-based and range scanning modeling are both considered semi-automatic approaches due
to the possibility of using advanced software tools capable of producing incredibly faithful virtual
models out of data acquired from a monument, a building, or even an area of interest. Both approaches
are widely adopted by the scientific/professional community linked to the virtual reconstruction field,
especially if the structures/areas of interest are in a good conservation state and despite the dullness
associated with surveying processes that are often required for faithful outcomes, technology and data
access’ (e.g., from satellites) typical expensiveness, the need for skills to handle specific equipment
and software, as well as the usually required know-how regarding field operations. Within the
image-based scope, Grossmann and Santos-Victor [39] proposed a 3D reconstruction method from a
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single or multiple images and user-provided geometric constraints. Eiffel Tower from a postcard was
used for validation. The reconstruction of the archeological site of Sagalassos (Turkey) was addressed
in [40], through an image correspondence method. By using image repositories, other authors [41] were
able to reconstruct monuments (e.g., the Colosseum of Rome) and locations (e.g., St. Mark’s Square),
virtually. More recently, another method aiming at the 3D reconstruction of archeological excavations
was proposed and validated in Boudelo Abbey (Belgium) [42], while the multi-image SfM-based
technique resorting to aerial and terrestrial data collection was evaluated against 3D range-scanning
and recognized as a high-quality result generator [43]. With the purpose of evaluating the surveying
capabilities of consumer-grade UAS for cultural heritage reconstruction purposes, a test was performed
with a DJI Phantom 2 (DJI Science and Technology Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China) that
consisted of collecting aerial images of the “Delizia Estense del Verginese” castle (Portomaggiore,
Italy). The photogrammetric processing over collected data produced a virtual model with an average
error less than 2 cm [44]. Dhonju et al. [45] also corroborated the previous conclusion, after carrying
out some tests targeting temples and monuments located in Nepal. Pierdicca [46] documented the
reconstruction of Palacio Tschudi (Chan, Peru) through photogrammetry, in which both UAS-based
aerial and terrestrial surveys were carried out. Consumer-grade equipment was used—for example,
a DJI S800 (DJI Science and Technology Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China) performed the flights
as UAS with an on-board Sony Alpha NEX-7 camera (Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan)—and the
resulting models’ validation resorted to sketches and local experts’ evaluation. Range scanning has
also been put into practice through a wide range of devices and methods capable of performing
positional mapping, with proven benefits for archeology. For example, satellite-based radio detection
and ranging (radar) technology was previously used to map ruins of the Maya civilization with
interesting results, even in forested areas [47]. Another widely-known sensing method is LIDAR,
which has been used not only for terrain’s digital modeling, enabling the detection of archeological
ruins [48], but also for digital reconstruction purposes [49]. Laser devices have long been used in the
field of archeology as well, with applications in site modeling [50,51] or artifact reconstruction [52].
More recently, in [9], a methodology to survey and reconstruct archeological sites was proposed and
tested in a group of Cham temples located at Mỹ Sơn (Vietnam). While laser scanning was applied
to survey preserved structures, photographs were taken, mainly to support texturing completions.
Based on exiting documentation and also on the monuments still standing, the missing structures were
reconstructed with a sense of reality. There is also a review available addressing the application of
laser scanning in cave surveying [53], in which several contributions for archeology/cultural heritage
were highlighted. Rodríguez-Gonzàlvez et al. [54] proposed a mobile LIDAR system that combines
multiple sensors—active sensors, inertial, and global navigation system—to survey archeological sites
rapidly and produce geospatial 3D point clouds accurately. The Medieval Wall of Avila (Spain) was
used as a case-study. Besides the individual integration of image-based and rage scanning, the fusion
of approaches has been explored as well. For example, Remondino et al. [55] found such fusion
useful to document castles in Trentino Province (Northern Italy) digitally. Among the wide set of
technologies that were used, photogrammetry was the preferred for acquiring the exterior parts of the
buildings of interest, as well as surrounding elements, while a laser scanner was employed to capture
finer details in some selected interiors. A methodology gathering UAS-based photogrammetry and
terrestrial laser scanning was later proposed by Xu [56]. It was tested in a historical monument of
Fujian Province, China. In [57], a combination of LIDAR, ground, and airborne imaging was applied to
build virtual models of historically-relevant settlements in Quintana Roo, Mexico. Figueiredo et al. [58]
followed similar operational lines to carry out the reconstruction of the Milreu archeological site
(Roman Vila located in Faro, Algarve, Portugal). Moreover, the Building Information Modeling (BIM)
standard was integrated in their methodology for organization, sharing, and preservation purposes.
Fernández-Palacios, Morabito, and Remondino [59], who proposed a pipeline for virtual models’
visualization relying in VR technologies, also used this combination of approaches to produce the
digital assets for their case study.
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More works adopting non-procedural modeling strategies can be extensively consulted in other
accessible sources (e.g., [60]). Meanwhile, the following subsection addresses an alternative to tackle
previous approaches’ limitations, known as procedural modeling.

2.2. Approaches Relying on or Including Procedural Modeling

When comparing to other modeling approaches, techniques relying on procedural modeling
are usually much more efficient when considering both time and resource harnessing. Moreover,
they seem adequate for situations characterized by information scarcity. In the specialized literature,
two main approaches are reported: (1) the production/reconstruction of extensive virtual urban
environments that are typically characterized by networks of streets, building clusters, and exterior
building façades; and (2) production/reconstruction of floor-plans and virtual 3D traversable buildings
(including interiors).

Regarding the first approach, Parish and Müller [61] introduced a procedural methodology
based on Lindenmayer system (L-system) [62] that is able to produce road networks and buildings
with different formats. Subsequent studies [63,64] focused on the production of buildings with
highly-detailed façades using, respectively, a shape grammar and a few user inputs specifying
high-level requirements. Greuter et al. [65] addressed the generation of buildings with random
extrusions, taken from 2D shapes. Dikaiakou et al. [66] developed a partly-automatic method that
combines several data sources regarding buildings such as the bases’ geographic data, classification,
and style-concordant components (e.g., doors and balconies) to model a part of old Nicosia (Chipre).
A versatile approach that focuses on the production of virtual buildings through the manipulation of
volumetric shapes was proposed by Müller et al. [67] and is known as computer graphics architecture
(CGA) shape grammar. It was used in other works focusing on the digital recovery of cultural heritage
as, for example, the Puuc buildings of Xkipché (Mexico) [68], Ancient Rome (320 AD) [10]—in which
procedural models representing missing or severely-damaged buildings were incorporated with
manual replicas of the conserved ones—, and Carcassone’s old town (France) [69]. Furthermore,
using CGA, but combined with statistics and fuzzy logic, Tepavćević and Stojaković [70] addressed
Neo-Gothic chapels’ appearance simulation, inspired by a set of sacral Roman Catholic buildings
located in Vojvodina (Serbia). Their case study focused on the generation of Neo-Gothic chapels.
Shortly after CGA’s release, Lipp et al. [71] proposed an upgrade to [63,67] with interactivity and
visual editing features that aim to suppress the need for a direct contact with text-based rules. The City
Modeling Procedural Engine (CMPE) uses a set of input elements such as aerial photographs, vector,
and raster maps or even text descriptions to produce extensive urban environments [72]. Regarding
the ontology-based methods, the challenge of recovering the cultural heritage of ancient China was
addressed by Liu et al. [73] by means of a city generator, a grammar for buildings’ definitions,
and a style checker to avoid generation inconsistencies, such as buildings upon streets. Another
automatic modeling method based on constructive grammar for building Chinese Huizhou traditional
vernacular houses was recently presented by Li et al. [74]. Layout generation and feature generation
are the two steps composing that method. A Monte Carlo sampler was also adapted to increase
computational efficiency. In [75], a system that uses the instructions sets stored in a spatial database
to model urban elements (for example, buildings, roofs, or balconies) and also geographic features
was proposed. Kelly and Wonka [76] worked in an interactive architectural modeling with procedural
extrusions. In [77], a partitioning method was proposed to generate city blocks controlled by user
specifications, relying on guidelines capable of ensuring geometric plausibility for the subsequent
modeling of buildings. Later, other authors [78] implemented a visual, interactive, and intuitive system
to perform copy and paste of rule sets for procedurally-modeled buildings. More recently, performance
issues have been addressed [79,80] through the combination of shape-grammars’ flexibility with the
performance capabilities of the graphics processing unit (GPU) to generate large-scale virtual cities
composed of building hulls, much faster than all previous works. A layer-based solution for modeling
building façades was proposed by Ilcík et al. [81]. An approach named “cylindrical coordinate system”
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was proposed in [82], to address the generation of the conic parts that often constitute historical
buildings. Supported operations to virtually build structures such as towers, barrel/crossed-vaults
include attachments, cuts, splits, and intersections. More advances regarding the procedural generation
of buildings addressing exterior façades or outdoor components can be found in [83–85].

Typically, the procedural modeling of extensive virtual urban environments only produces hollow
buildings that lack interior rooms with passages between them. Thus, the interiors’ related approach
complements the first one by addressing the procedural modeling of traversable buildings composed
of interior divisions, besides the exterior façades. One of the earliest solutions found addressing
this topic consisted of a generative grammar to produce floor-plans of Palladian style villas [86].
Following a similar line, Rau-Chaplin et al. [87] proposed a shape grammar to generate floor-plans
of basic rooms and simple geometry. These rooms belong to functional zones that are considered for
the coherent placement of furniture. Later, Bradley [88] developed a set of 2D and 3D Constructive
Solid Geometry (CGS) algorithms to generate buildings with interiors, and Martin [89] applied a
Monte Carlo algorithm in a house generator that places and expands a room set until it reaches
a state of balance, considering a contention area. Real-time generation of building interiors and
infinite cities was presented by Hahn et al. [90]. Dahl and Rinde [91] proposed an algorithm for
generating buildings confined by irregular polygons, which uses a Voronoi approach to subdivide
interior rooms. Other methods for generation and reconstruction of traversable buildings were
presented [92], namely for developing a multifaceted method capable of generating regular houses,
which comply with the Portuguese general regulation for urban buildings (RGEU, from Portuguese
Regulamento Geral das Edificações Urbanas [93]), and reconstructing ancient Roman houses (based
on Vitruvius’ rules [94]). More recent progress towards the semi-automatic virtual reconstruction
of traversable Roman buildings can be found here [95,96]. Inspired by the way architects design
floor-plans, Lopes et al. [97] proposed a grid-based growth method for procedural floor-plan
generation. The squarified treemap approach [98] inspired Marson and Musse [99], as well as
Mirahmadi and Shami [100] to divide building footprints into a given set of rectangular areas,
considering the aspect ratio constraints that characterize the referenced method. Merrell et al. [101]
used a Bayesian network for rooms’ connectivity (i.e., for topology optimization), and for geometric
optimization purposes regarding the layout, they utilized a greedy Metropolis algorithm. Trescak
et al. [102] combined activity-based ontologies with shape grammars to guide the generation of
virtual worlds. After the Generative Modeling Language proposal as a programmatic-based rule
system that allows the definition of buildings with interiors for further generation [103], Tutenel
et al. [104] developed a framework that allows traversable buildings’ production, using several
procedural modeling techniques for different generation stages, and Leblanc et al. [105] presented
a programming tool that allows the creation of buildings through the manipulation of geometric
elements (2D and 3D shapes). Santos et al. [106] worked on a tool that aims at the semi-automatic
production of 3D buildings with interiors, furniture, and surroundings by considering several inputs
such as scanned floor-plans and room areas. The feasibility of point grid room first structure generation
(FPGRFSG) is a work authored by Bjelkesten [107] that aimed at the generation and evaluation of
buildings for video games integration. In the assessment stage, participants were convinced that
some of the generated structures, with non-traversable subdivisions, belonged to the video game
environment under testing. Relying on a graph approach to design generation (GADG), a solution
to enable the production of rectangular floor-plans that can be further improved or customized was
proposed [108]. Recently, an ontology-based procedural modeling methodology, capable of generating
virtual one-story buildings, including exteriors outlined by arbitrary shapes and interiors formed
by convex polygons, was presented [12]. In this paper, the mentioned methodology [12] is briefly
revisited for contextualization purposes, and then, the integration of the virtual buildings procedurally
modeled as the methodology’s outcomes for other projects (also carried out by most of this paper’s
authors) is addressed. Afterwards, improvements that enabled the production of buildings with
straight skeleton-based roofs pursuing a more natural look are presented.
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3. Procedural Modeling of Buildings Composed of Arbitrarily-Shaped Floor-Plans: Revisiting
the Methodology

The procedural modeling methodology proposed in a previous work [12] is regulated by an
ontology [14] relying on the City Geography Markup Language (CityGML) specification [109], which
aims to constitute a knowledge-based skeleton to control the procedural operations, by establishing
boundaries for the geometry generated for each ontology-based element (exterior aspect, windows,
doors, room, roof, etc.). Essentially, it assigns buildings’ conceptual parts with the geometrical
aspects, while considering both as distinct entities. In practice, the referenced ontology oriented the
design of a structured grammar with parameters, which aims to provide the procedural modeling
process with inputs representing buildings’ specifications—including rooms, types, dimensions,
and connections—which are ceded in text files properly arranged according to the referenced grammar.

Regarding the methodology process, it is composed of four steps. The first step consists of the data
input that is provided using an ontology-based grammar for specifying buildings. Then, each rule set
resulting from the first step is verified in terms of typos and structure to check malformed grammars
or inconsistencies related to the virtual building’s definition. After the proper validation, third step
takes place by performing the procedural modeling process to create the virtual building model, which
in turn, is outputted in the fourth step. The next few subsections explain these steps with a little more
detail. Figure 1 depicts the procedural modeling methodology architecture.

Figure 1. Architecture of the procedural modeling methodology, divided into four main steps [12]:
(1) data input with the proper mechanisms for hiding the complexity that is typical in grammars—a
graphical user interface (GUI) can provide such an abstraction, as will be explained later; (2) rules’
moderation; (3) procedural modeling processing; and (4) virtual building model outcome. In the first
step, the generation mode is selected among the two available options: deterministic (virtual buildings’
generation through the user-based floor-plan parameterization) and stochastic (computer-based
random generation of virtual buildings). The second step performs debugging for rules and geometric
inconsistencies and configures the logic structure of the building, which is then transformed into a
virtual model by the third step and finally outputted by the fourth and last step.
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3.1. Step 1: Data Input

A set of definition rules contains a group of essential fields that aims to characterize a building
and constitutes the main input for the procedural modeling methodology. It is presented in the
form of an ontology-based grammar that was designed to define virtual buildings, considering
the works of many other authors who had adopted grammars in their procedural modeling
approaches [63,67,87,102,103,110,111].

The ontology-based grammar definition recovers two concepts: L-system [62] and treemap [112].
The L-system is used to iteratively produce transformations through the symbols that are context-free.
However, transformations made to the symbols are “constructor functions” designed to operate
considering ontology conventions. These transformations are also known as production rules and
follow a logic sequence to achieve the building definition that comprises the number of vertical building
parts and related floors, the divisions contained by each floor, and also the connections between these
divisions. Considering those structures, a treemap of ontology-based objects is progressively set up.

The building axiom is the starting element, which in turn, is decomposed into building parts
(corresponding to building’s horizontal components/sections) and transitions (representative of doors
and windows). Each building part is decomposed into floors (vertical stack of components) that are
then subdivided into divisions (inner rooms). Divisions and transitions are final symbols, with no
decomposition. More details can be found in [12,17]. The referenced production rules follow the
format:

axiom->function(_parameters): {set_of_resulting_symbols},

Axiom is the symbol under processing; function is the ontology based operation; and
set_of_resulting_symbols constitutes the resulting symbols that should be processed in later steps.
The complete set of ontology-based grammar functions can be found in [12,17]. Deriving rules are set
up either automatically through computer-based stochastic generation, addressed with more detail in
Section 4.3, or specified/guided by user inputs, using, for instance, the interactive tool presented in
Section 3.6.

3.2. Floor-Plan Subdivision Common Approach

In this subsection, the floor-plan division approach is introduced, since it is common to further
steps (addressed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4) integrating the proposed methodology.

As referenced in previous Section 3.1, each definition rules set includes a treemap encoding both
the organization and occupation of the internal elements of a building—i.e., containers for arrangement
purposes, building parts, or divisions—which guides the building’s layout splitting process. For the
sake of simplicity, this subsection will generically refer to the kind of structures encompassing the
referenced components as the building layout sectioning element (BLSE). Essentially, the process
follows a treemap subdivision (depicted in Figure 2) with some intersection and dimensioning
operations to deal with the division of the referenced convex polygon. The concept relies on a simplified
axis-aligned version of the oriented bounding boxes’ subdivision proposed in [77]. Comparatively
to CGA, splitting operations are carried out based on a treemap structure configured through an
ontology-based grammar specification that arranges BLSEs, defining relative values for area occupation
(weights) inside a container, instead of directly manipulating geometries.
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(a)

0: BLSE-0
[initial polygon]

1: BLSE-0-0
[clipping]

2: BLSE-0-0
[division]

3: BLSE-0-0-0
[clipping]

4: BLSE-0-0-0
[division]

5: BLSE-0-0-1
[clipping]

6: BLSE-0-0-1/2
[division]

7: BLSE-0-1
[clipping]

8: BLSE-0-1/2
[division]

9: BLSE-0-1-0
[clipping]

10: BLSE-0-1-0
[division]

11: BLSE-0-1-0-0
[clipping]

12: BLSE-0-1-0-0/1
[division]

13: BLSE-0-1-1
[clipping]

14: BLSE-0-1-1
[division]

15: BLSE-0-1-2-0/1
[as 0-1-0-0/1]

16: BLSE-0-2-0
[clipping]

17: BLSE-0-2-0/1
[final division]

(b)

Figure 2. Treemap recursive subdivision process to set up building layout sectioning elements (BLSEs)
inside a given layout. In (a), a generic tree of BLSEs is depicted, specifying a set of weights of occupation
and structural relationships/compositions for a floor-plan initial definition. The numbers assigned
next to BLSE identify not only the sectioning element, but also its depth (e.g., BLSE-0-1-0 refers to
the first inner BLSE of the Sub-BLSE 1 that, in turn, is arranged inside main BLSE 0, coincident with
the building’s layout). In (b) a step-by-step processing of the previously referenced tree is presented,
wherein a splitting task of a given layout, representing the building’s polygon, takes place, assuming a
recursive behavior for in-depth operations, to divide BLSEs inside BLSEs. This is done by strategically
using intersecting rectangles of variable initialization and mutating sizes along the building’s layout.
Each one of these rectangles can increase or decrease in area, until the resulting intersection shape
reaches an approximate value regarding the excepted area, complying with the respective weight of
occupation (specified in an earlier step for the BuildingPart and Division structures).

In short, the footprint division is a recursive process that iterates along the building’s contour and
at many depths as required for arrangement purposes, ensuring weights’ back-propagation updating
from deeper to superficial BLSE layers, i.e., when final depth BLSE (BuildingPart or Division structures)
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adjusts the weights, a chain alteration occurs towards the first layer of BLSEs, to conserve sectioning
process coherency and, of course, a cumulative weight of one. For each sub-BLSE within a container
BLSE (representing building layout or any other deeper division process to arrange building parts
and divisions inside of each other), an auxiliary rectangle is assigned with an initial geometry. Then,
an intersection operation with the geometry of the container BLSE is applied. Weight specified to that
container (see previous Section 3.1) is assessed to check if the process needs to be reapplied, using a
larger or smaller rectangle, considering small dimension increments/decrements, in a loop that ends
when sub-BLSE’s area reaches a value closer to expected. Essentially, the transition of the intersection
shape’s area from bigger to smaller than required or otherwise defines the stop condition. This is
particularly relevant to cover the cases where rectangular shapes intersect a building’s constraint
polygon, since the resulting geometries may not coincide with the original ones used for sectioning.
Notwithstanding, Heron’s formula is used in every situation to calculate the area of the resulting BLSE
shapes through their internal triangles’ decomposition.

The following set of mathematical/geometrical formalisms intends to synthetically detail the
process, considering the 2D Cartesian coordinate system at the floor-plan level. Equation (1) refers to
the placement of the initial rectangle, as previously mentioned:

BLSE[i]rect.x = BLSE[i− 1]rect.x + BLSE[i− 1]rect.width

BLSE[i]rect.y = BLSE[i− 1]rect.y, if x-axis division direction

BLSE[i]rect.x = BLSE[i− 1]rect.x

BLSE[i]rect.y = BLSE[i− 1]rect.y + BLSE[i− 1]rect.height, if y-axis division direction

(1)

The initial rectangle rect created for an index i BLSE at a given depth assumes the initial position
(rect.x, rect.y), right next to the rectangle of the previous BLSE (BLSE[i− 1]), both included in the same
container BLSE. Such an operation takes the direction of an axis, like a sliding window that slices a
certain floor-plan layout into BLSEs’ shapes according to specified weights of occupation. The axis
direction is inverted in each sectional depth, i.e., if a layout starts with the x-axis as the arrangement
direction, initial BLSEs are placed in that sense, their eventual sub-BLSEs are divided following the
y-axis direction, and so on. Auxiliary rectangles’ dimensions are also set up, as shown in (2):

BLSE[i]rect.width = CBLSEmr.width × BLSE[i]relativeweight,

BLSE[i]rect.height = CBLSEmr.height, if x-axis division direction

BLSE[i]rect.width = CBLSEmr.width,

BLSE[i]rect.height = CBLSEmr.height × BLSE[i]relativeweight, if y-axis division direction

(2)

The width (rect.width) and height (rect.height) of a rectangle initially shaping an index i BLSE are
also defined according to both axis arrangement direction and occupation weight; attributed to or set
up by back-propagation. As can be concluded, a given BLSE fits in a container, denoted as CBLSE,
by using its minimum rectangle mr total width and, also, height, but multiplied by a weight-based
factor (relativeweight), or the other way around, depending on arrangement direction. This is followed
by an intersection operation, according to (3):

BLSE[i]shape = BLSE[i]rect ∩ CBLSE[i]shape (3)

Eventually, full intersections will result in rectangular geometries for BLSE[i]shape, but in those
cases wherein this operation is carried out in the border of a building outlined by a non-rectangular
shape, a polygon with variable edges is the likely outcome. To cover both situations, area is always
calculated as the sum of the internal triangles regarding intersection shapes, using Heron’s formula.
Then, the resulting value is assessed to check if the weight of occupation of the respective BLSE
geometry is larger or smaller than expected and, subsequently, a loop is set up to: (1) scale the BLSE’s
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rectangle—i.e. BLSE[i]rect.x|y|width|height—considering its previous dimension (Equation (4))using small
increments/decrements; and (2) reapply intersections and area calculations formerly described, until a
weight status transition—from smaller to larger or vice versa—stops the process.

BLSE[i]rect(M) =

Sx 0 0
0 Sy 0
0 0 1

 (4)

The previous matrix definition BLSE[i]rect(M) is characterized by a scaling operation (by Sx, Sy)
of the last rectangle defining an occupation area for a given BLSE, just before intersection with its
container, considering short steps as, for example, 0.01 or 0.001, specifiable in the restriction rules.
Equation (5) shows how this step is used to calculate the correct scale factor.

Sx =
BLSE[i]rect.width

BLSE[i]rect.width ± step
, SY =

BLSE[i]rect.height

BLSE[i]rect.height ± step
(5)

It is noteworthy to inform that last index sub-BLSEs inside containers do not go through the same
process, since the remaining space is directly allocated to them. The result of these operations over the
complete set of BLSEs is a properly sectioned and arranged layout—still, without doors and windows.

Some building parts may be suppressed accordingly with the grammar-based definition rules,
to achieve the desired building configuration (e.g., L/U-shape). This technique, which allows to
specify disposable parts for further suppression based on a labeling approach, was designated as
“fake-concave”. When defining the rules, building parts can be marked as empty—height equals
to 0—which means that they will be disposed after the floor-plan division. If there is an imposed
definition to connect a pair of rooms belonging to different side-by-side Building Part containers,
in which one of them is labeled to be discarded, such transition rule is ignored. This results in a
geometric hole that changes the contour shape representing the constraints of the virtual building.
“Fake- concave” technique allows to turn the delimiting geometry of a given floor-plan, initially
assuming a convex form, into a concave shape, by cutting sections intersecting the starting perimeter.

After this contextualizing building’s layout splitting process, next methodological steps using it
can be addressed.

3.3. Step 2: Rules’ Moderator

After data input, each grammar-based instruction is verified to check typos, i.e., unknown
syntax and/or the structure (sequence conformity). Then, a structure of ontology-based class instances,
representing a building’s components, is loaded with the data extracted from the incoming rules, which
takes place before the floor-plan probing responsible for ensuring weights distributions (Figure 3).
While user rules must define a dimensioning label—e.g., small, medium, big—for each room, a related
value specifying a growth factor is used as a reference from the restriction rules to guide the distribution
process (e.g., small, medium, and big rooms grow with a rate of 1.5, 2, and 2.5, respectively, regarding
a fixed value such as 0.001).
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Figure 3. Rooms’ weights distribution: after the proper parsing of definition rules, the last depth rooms
(related to the bottom nodes of a given treemap specification) are initialized with a small weight value
(e.g., 0.001); for each one of these rooms, weight is incremented according to a growth factor imposed
by restriction rules, in a loop that breaks when the sum of these rooms’ weights reaches the value of
one; back-propagation from deeper rooms to the most superficial containers is the last operation to
be performed.

Still, within the mentioned probing context, containers/divisions undergo an arrangement process
that, in practice, corresponds to the floor-plan’s preliminary generation (detailed in previous Section 3.2,
but with some additional weight adjustments to address the accommodation of transitions. More
specifically, for a given wall portion shared by each pair of connecting rooms, geometric tests are
performed to check if there is space to place a transition (door), whose dimensions comply with a
percentage of the building’s layout perimeter, established as a restriction rule. Transitions out of fit
trigger a space transference process among divisions, named as weight borrowing, which seeks to
solve those inconsistencies. When space collection reaches its limit, provided by a set of predefined,
although editable, restriction rules, in a given couple of connected divisions, one of two events might
happen: if the transition fits, it is considered valid, as exemplified in Figure 4; otherwise, borrowed
space flows back to original lenders, and the testing transition is discarded to avoid malformed
geometries in subsequent operations.

(a) divisions to connect
(colored as gray)

(b) door mark
dimension checking

(c) space borrowing
between divisions

(d) successful
adjustment

Figure 4. Space borrowing process for rooms requiring more wall of contact to place a transition: in (a),
there is a couple of rooms that should be connected, whose areas are colored in gray; in (b), a transition
is being submitted to a placement test; as it does not fit, an iterative space borrowing process takes
place, as depicted in (c); finally, (d) denotes the result, in this case, a transition successfully placed
between rooms flagged for connection.

Once again, in each space borrowing iteration, rooms’ weights are back-propagated in a chain,
overriding containers’ weights with a partial contribution for an accumulated sum.

After ontology-based grammar rules’ validation, weights’ fine-tuning, as well as transitions
inclusion/exclusion encompassing geometric consistency, effective floor-plan production takes place,
as presented in the next step.
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3.4. Step 3: Procedural Modeling Generation Process

After proper verification, validation and probing operations performed in the step addressed in
previous subsection 3.3, a last execution of the process to split the building’s layout—according to which
is described in subsection 3.2—and to place validated transitions is carried out, resulting in the effective
floor-plan that is eventually transformed by the “fake-concave” approach, if required. As a complement,
a method to adapt the format of inner rooms was implemented, consisting in the direct manipulation
of their outline segments—adding or deleting edges from 2D ground contours—accordingly to the
provided definition rules. Such manipulation occurs with a strategic awareness that, in one hand,
ensures rooms’ geometric consistency and, on the other hand, avoids impacting on previously placed
doors and windows. While adding a wall implies the incorporation of a new segment that is attached
considering the midpoints of two consecutive room’s segments with the larger lengths, walls’ removal
consists, precisely, in the opposite, i.e., deleting a point unifying a pair of consecutive room’s segments,
whose lengths are the shorter.

To accomplish the procedural modeling stage, the extrusion of the elements takes place to provide
a 3D model definition. The process is highly based on the 2D contours of the previously built floor-plan.
Thus, inner and outer walls are raised until a certain height, provided by input definition rules. Then,
frames for doors and windows are created along with the roof. Some details such as roof skeleton
coarsening, building base and division footers are also created to enhance the virtual model realism.

3.5. Step 4: Virtual Building Model Outcome

The final step regards the methodology outputs that result from the procedural modeling process
(Step 3). There are two modes of accessing the output content, i.e., each resulting virtual model: (1) the
preview mode provides a simplistic visualization of the generated virtual building model (without
details), which is rendered directly in GUI; (2) the complete model mode allows the exporting of a
generated virtual building (with full detail) to be later accessed using a professional CAD software for
visualization or even manual editing purposes.

3.6. Bridging Users with the Methodology Through a Gui-Based Software

The ontology-based grammar constituting the rules’ system of this procedural modeling
methodology can be quite difficult and time-consuming to handle. Thereby, a GUI-based software
wrapping this methodology has been developed and improved to provide, among other features,
ontology-based grammar complexity isolation, support to simplistic previews over freshly-built virtual
models, and exporting functionalities. To address the referenced complexity aspect, this software
integrates an intuitive and interactive parametric tool to draw and parametrize floor-plans, allowing
specialists such as archeologists and multimedia professionals to propose, test, and refine virtual
buildings representing hypotheses, in a relatively dynamic process. This parametric tool is capable
of generating grammatical rules from a short number of user interactions. Firstly, the building’s
outline contour must be defined along with a set of building parts that can be subdivided into different
orientations for arrangement purposes. More specifically, if a building part has a horizontal orientation,
user-defined partitions will result in vertically-arranged sub-parts and vice versa. To satisfy the
grammar requirements, a roof type and a height need to be specified by the user for each building
part, through a graphical prompt window. Heights equal to zero define respective building parts
as disposable(“fake-concave”), which ends up resulting in layouts with holes and/or non-convex
configurations. Subsequently, through mouse clicking upon each building part, divisions (rooms or
containers for structures of the same type) can be added and also subdivided to manage floor-plan
organization, following the same previously-explained strategy. During a subdivision operation,
the number of partitions to be accommodated inside a building part or a room needs to be specified,
and then, for each partition, the following features must be parametrized through a graphical window
prompt: desired number of delimiting walls, division type, number of windows, internal structure,
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and flag for entry doors (transitions interfacing the building exterior). This tool also supports the
definition of the divisions’ connectivity in a few simple steps, including: (1) right-clicking upon one
of the available divisions, which prompts a context menu; (2) selecting the connectivity option from
the triggered menu; and (3) clicking upon another available division to establish the connection rule.
Lastly, it is important to stress out that parameters requested by the user along the whole floor-plan
setup process are bound to operational contexts to prevent input errors and malformed grammatical
rules, which could result in incoherent models. The implementation was carried out using Microsoft
(Washington, United States) tools, the C# programming language, and the .NET and XNAframeworks.
Figure 5 depicts a screen-shot of the working software.

Figure 5. Screenshot of the procedural modeling software: (A) is the main tool that enables (also,
but not only) storing virtual models’ grammar rules in text file format, to preview generated/produced
models and to export them as wavefront (.obj) files; (B) is a menu interfacing with the restriction rules
that allows extensive parametrization, from texture features to divisions’ growth rates; (C) shows
a graphical assistant that enables rapidly configuring floor-plans, according to user specifications.
During each development step, grammar rules are automatically extracted (see right box), and at the
end, they can be returned to the main tool that properly handles the 3D model production process.

The next section reviews the scientific progression of this methodology, by presenting its evolution
regarding developmental stages and contributions for other projects/works.
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4. Scientific Contributions and Development Stages of the Procedural Modeling Methodology

This procedural modeling methodology underwent several transformations since its very
beginning in the ERAS project [18] until its current state [12]. Meanwhile, some other works benefiting
from this methodology’s capabilities were developed [20,25]. Both topics are addressed in the next
subsections along with the methodology’s latest developments.

4.1. Genesis: Virtual Reconstruction of Roman Buildings In Eras

The first developments regarding this procedural modeling methodology [12] started in the
ERAS research project, which was an initiative to address the digital reconstruction of severely
damaged ancient structures while ensuring reliable virtual representations generated expeditiously
and without the need for extensive document analysis. Firstly, an ontology for traversable buildings
was proposed to establish a common regulation structure [14], as previously explained in Section 3.
In that specification, the following assumptions were made: (1) a building is composed of temporary
building part containers (for floor-plan arrangement purposes) or final building parts; (2) each final
building part contains at least one floor; (3) each floor is composed by divisions that can be temporary
arrangement containers or final rooms; (4) transitions, such as doors and windows, ensure transitivity
between floors and/or divisions and between the interior and exterior of the building; and (5) each
building part has its own roof. The work in [13] carried out a deeper specification for the ERAS system
to set up guidelines for implementation. Later, following most of these guidelines, ERAS’s first tangible
product was finally achieved with the support of a couple of constituting components: information
extraction module and procedural modeling module [18].

Textual descriptions are converted into ontology-based data structures within a specific Roman
architectural data model by the information extraction module. Parsing of Conímbriga’s missing
Roman buildings [113] descriptions is made based on more than 70 reusable grammatical rules
developed resorting to Nooj [114]: a graphical editor that allows to identify text patterns and add notes
to complement extracted information. Building parts, floors, divisions, transitions and other elements
were mapped according to the aforementioned building ontology [14]. Geographic information system
(GIS) provided additional data to complete the textual description about buildings’ dimensions and
locations [115]. The resulting internal organization of a building’s divisions is mapped using a 2D
matrix that contains each division’s relative position on the building’s floor-plan, as well as their
connections. At the end of its operations, the information extraction module was expected to output
an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file representing a building specification complying with
the referenced ontology that also includes definitions regarding rooms’ arrangement and transitions
between them, in accordance with the already mentioned 2D matrix map.

The procedural modeling module (the first version of the methodology focused by this paper,
whose implementation started in [15]) receives the XML file produced in the information extraction
module and uses it to populate a structure of ontology-based class instances. Then, several steps
were carried out under the responsibility of an architect class implemented in the module: floor-plan
definition, wall extrusion, roof placement, and building’s detailing. The first stage handles the
building’s restriction polygon definition, as well as the division of that area into several sub-areas,
in an operation that follows a treemap approach to achieve the floor-plan. Afterwards, windows and
doors are flagged considering the specification file and the rooms that interface with each other and
with the buildings limits by an overlapping frontier (determined from the sub-areas resulting from
previous operation). In the second stage, the walls are extruded considering the doors and windows
previously flagged. Ground and ceilings are also placed in each room. Then, the geometry of the roof is
created according to the type of roof defined for each building part. Flat, pyramidal, hipped, mansard,
holed mansard, and none are the supported roof types. The final stage focuses on the enrichment of
the building’s virtual model by producing entrance’s stairs, rooms’ footers, frame portals for doors
and windows, and other structures.
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The whole process results in a virtual model representing the traversable building that can be
observed using the modeling tool previewer. The model can also be exported into a wavefront file
format (.obj) for portability and integrability with external CAD tools. To assess ancient buildings’
reconstruction capabilities of ERAS system, a set of textual descriptions available on Conímbriga’s
website [113] were used. Representative, although hypothetical, models of the Skeleton house, Fountain
house, Insula Aqueduct, and Via South stores (Conímbriga’s ruins, Portugal) were successfully
outputted. Some of them are depicted in Figure 6. As can be observed, roofs were not the most
suitable to represent the desired covering structures for Roman houses. Although, this was the best
compromise found between the recommendations of the consultant archeologist for the ERAS project
and the capabilities of the procedural modeling tool version developed until that moment (more
specifically, the second of three releases).

Figure 6. Reconstructed Roman buildings of Conímbriga, Portugal [18]: the first exposes Skeleton
house; the second shows the reconstruction results of the Fountains house; the third presents Via South
stores; finally, the last depicts the reconstruction results of the house designated by the Insula Aqueduct.
These representations are just hypothetical models generated by an early version of the procedural
modeling tool under analysis and do not intend to claim historical/architectural faithfulness.

Shortly after ERAS system implementation [15], minor adaptations were made for the procedural
modeling part regarding data input format and validation, closing the first version implementation [16].
More specifically, a extended markup language for building definition (XML4BD) format was
introduced to improve data input structuring and facilitate respective parsing/validation. At this
development stage, supported shapes at the floor-plan level were not providing the desired flexibility,
confining virtual buildings to be delimited by convex shapes. Besides, production was deterministic,
and there was no way of specifying the number of walls to change the format of inner divisions.
The next subsection explains how those problems were addressed and overcome to reach a more
mature methodology.

4.2. Methodology Enhancements: Providing Shape Freedom at the Floor-Plan Level

Some enhancements were made to ERAS’s procedural modeling version with the aim of making
it capable of subdividing building layouts in geometries that were not confined to squares or convex
forms. In the enhanced version, XML-based data input gave place to a rule system relying on an
ontology-based grammar that aimed to allow the definition of virtual buildings in terms of working
specifications for the implemented methodology. At the rules’ definition time, building parts can be
marked as empty (disposable).

Once the floor-plan definition is determined, a progressive process is triggered to produce the
virtual building model. Firstly, the restriction polygon is forced to be convex; next, the floor-plan
subdivision takes place (following the steps specified in Section 3) to split the virtual building polygon
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into smaller areas, according to ontology-based grammar specifications. If needed, some building
parts are suppressed to comply with those specifications (or rules). This technique is designated by
the term “fake-concave” and relies on a tree labeling approach to define disposable building parts.
As result, it allows achieving buildings configured by non-convex shapes and geometric holes at the
floor-plan level [12], as is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Floor-plans generated for testing purposes, after the procedural modeling methodology’s
subdivision capabilities enhancement [12].

Another step was introduced in the enhanced procedural modeling version (subsequent to
ERAS project) to enable inner divisions’ shape adaptation, as was already addressed in Section 3.
This step accomplishes the geometric transformation of inner divisions, at the floor-plan level, to fulfil
certain requirements of ontology-based grammar rules, more specifically the number of wall segments
surrounding a given room. Therefore, some segments may be added or deleted from the rooms’
shapes, after the floor-plan subdivision step and before the marking of transitions [12]. Afterwards,
the process follows the regular flow until the complete virtual 3D model achievement, according to as
was described previously, in Section 3.

The aforementioned developments focusing on the rule-based geometrical modeling of floor-plans
contributed to overcome the previous (ERAS’s) procedural modeling version’s main limitation
effectively, i.e., the production of buildings strictly confined to convex layouts. However, at this
point, there was no way of producing buildings without exhaustive user parametrization. Thereby,
a stochastic approach capable of producing virtual buildings automatically (or, at least, demanding
much less user interaction) is addressed in the next subsection.

4.3. Methodology Enhancements: An Experimental Approach Towards Autonomous Building Generation

To overcome the need for exhaustive user parametrization required by this procedural modeling
methodology, an experimental stochastic generation approach working as an higher abstraction layer
was developed to provide autonomous computer-based building production. Specifically, two types
of requests can be made with the proper input for random generation: on the one hand, a number of
structures to be built can be provided to trigger the generation of stochastic-based virtual buildings; on
the other hand, there is also the possibility of inputting a building configuration (L-shaped, U-shaped,
or fully convex) along with a rooms’ list to produce a single virtual building complying with imposed
restrictions. Regardless the requested type, the proposed stochastic approach arranges the rooms (or
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divisions) by priorities, sets up the connected divisions’ graph, and randomly arranges them in a
treemap-like node structure. Therefore, this node structure is then converted into grammar rules that
are used to produce a 3D virtual building model properly, using the procedural modeling methodology.
The GUI-based software previously presented in Section 3 already implements this approach, enabling
an expeditious generation of non-characterized virtual buildings derived from the main ontology [12].

In spite of the promising preliminary results of the experimental stochastic approach,
the opportunity to have it work for other solutions has not shown up yet. Still, two other works
in which the relevance of the procedural modeling methodology under analysis in this paper becomes
clear are revisited in the next couple of subsections.

4.4. Methodology Contributions: Mixar Project and In Situ Virtual Reconstructions Seamlessly Aligned
Upon Ruins

The importance of promoting general public participation in archeology was considered in MixAR,
which is an MR project that enabled the development of a system, whose main goal is to manage the
amount of reality and virtuality displayed in cultural heritage visitations. It is a solution capable of
providing in situ visualization of reliable virtual reconstructions seamlessly integrated in the real scene,
which can be freely explored by the visitor. To achieve it, a process that balances the blending level
between reality and virtuality while the user is freely moving in an archeological site was developed.
Thus, when the visitor is outside a virtual building (outdoor scene), an AR approach (in which the real
world prevails) is used; if the visitor moves into a virtual building’s interior, virtuality takes over the
experience, placing the visitor inside a fully-synthesized environment. Transition occurs smoothly to
provide a sensation of naturalness, as it was specified by [19].

More specifically, the MixAR system consists of a mobile application—compatible with
Android-based tablet (Galaxy Tab PRO 8.4, Android 4.4 Kitkat)—that acquires and computes real-world
context data using the tablet’s global position system (GPS), inertial sensors, and camera to provide the
proper MR experience, while the visitor moves within an archeological site. To that end, a CAD-based
tracking approach was used to augment the real-world with ancient virtual buildings’ hypotheses with
satisfactory results [20]. The presented procedural modeling methodology was the key technology
behind the production of such hypothesis. Essentially, virtual buildings were deterministically created
using a parametric tool that assisted the user in the floor-plan design, which was used by the procedural
modeling tool for further automatic 3D conversion.

Figure 8 provides an overview of the MixAR system, highlighting the three essential asset
types required for MR visitations: procedurally-modeled augmentation models (produced using [12]),
line models and respective visual aid elements (manually produced using Blender), and a configuration
file to set up the CAD-based tracking approach. Such assets are submitted to the server database,
making them accessible for being downloaded by visitors’ mobile devices (e.g., smartphone or
tablet). During visitation and after assets’ download, a line model visual aid is shown in the
display of the mobile device carried by the user; every time those lines match with the silhouette
of the respective real-world structure (ruin or building in advanced degradation stage) that is being
sought, i.e., successful tracking registration, the procedurally-modeled virtual building pops up as the
augmentation model properly aligned and placed on the real-world target.

A recent study [116] pointed out that in spite of the absence of virtual shadow effects, the generated
models were sufficiently convincing to induce acceptable levels of satisfaction among the testing
participants, more specifically regarding presence and immersion. Respectively, 71 and 75 points were
reached using the system usability scale (SUS) metrics.
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Figure 8. MixAR’s system overview: procedural virtual buildings, line models, and respective visual
aid elements, as well as a configuration file specifying a CAD-based tracking approach are set up
and submitted to the MixAR server database. Those assets are then downloaded by the visitor’s
mobile device (on application start up) and used during the archeological MR experience proposed
in MixAR [20]. The visual aid line model is firstly presented on the user device’s display, and after
successful tracking registration with the real-world structure, the assigned procedurally-modeled
building is augmented in the scene.

4.5. Methodology Contributions: Recovering Lost Heritage in Faithful Virtual Environments Produced with
Aerial-Based Photogrammetry

Acknowledging the adequacy of both UAS-based surveying and photogrammetry to produce
accurate virtual reconstructions, as well as the potential of procedural modeling in generating
reliable hypotheses concerning missing parts of history, a method articulating these approaches
was proposed in [25]. It relies on a set of steps, including: aerial surveying and georeferencing of
buildings’ ruins within an archeological site, photogrammetric processing, production of procedural
models representing missing buildings, and finally, seamless integration of all elements in a complete
VR environment.

Firstly, a UAS flight mission gathered data about the site of interest. Then, using a
photogrammetric process, data were converted to an accurate 3D model of the referenced place.
By considering the geographic information that also results from the previous process, ruins were
manually outlined for georeferencing purposes. To tackle ruins’ missing information, virtual building
models were produced using the procedural modeling approach in revisitation [12], more specifically
through the respective interactive GUI-based parametric tool. Scaling, translation, and rotation
operations do not have to be a concern of the user, who shall only ensure the virtual models’
coherence by avoiding, for example, disparities between buildings’ area extension and height or
divisions mistakenly connected. The referenced geometric transformations were delegated to a final
component responsible for setting up the full VR environment. In particular, it carried out (automatic)
translation, rotation, and scaling operations, which aim to match procedurally-modeled buildings with
the respective identified ruins. Such component was implemented in a fully-functional application
developed in Unity (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, California, United States) for demonstration
purposes. Figure 9 portrays the result of a virtual reconstruction combining photogrammetry and
procedural modeling approaches, carried out considering the iconic Vila Velha ruins (Vila Real,
Portugal) as a case-study.

Acknowledging the need to enhance this methodology’s roof production step, a straight skeleton
approach was implemented and will be presented in the following subsection.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Vila Velha ruins’ reconstruction case study [25]: (a) depicts a 3D model portion focusing on
the Vila Velha ruins, which resulted from aerial imagery acquisition and photogrammetric processing;
(b) shows a hypothetical virtual building (produced with the procedural modeling tool [12]) accurately
and automatically placed upon the Vila Velha’s virtual ruins’ representation. The latter stands as a
hypothetical outcome produced by the procedural modeling tool under analysis and does not intend
to claim historical/architectural faithfulness.

4.6. Methodology Enhancements: Moving Towards Convincing Roofs Generation with the Straight
Skeleton Approach

Roofs have been an issue of this procedural modeling methodology inasmuch as, until now,
each virtual building’s part only supported an isolated top cover, i.e., there was no way of merging
the roofs to become a single one, while producing virtual buildings composed of two (or more)
main parts arranged next to each other. Consequently, some of the outcomes looked like individual
and unnaturally-stitched building parts’ compositions when, in fact, they belonged to the same
containing virtual building. In recent developments, that issue was addressed with the straight
skeleton algorithm [26–28], which seems to be a suitable approach for producing visually-reliable
roofed buildings, as was done before with good results [66,110]. The original approach has been
adapted for this methodology taking into consideration the geometric independence of the building
parts flagged to share a common roof, and as long as they have some overlapping walls, an auxiliary
intersection shape is created (based on ear clipping triangulation) as a common roof layout, wherein
the straight skeleton is built up.

In terms of process, the intention of merging two buildings must be specified in the ontology-based
rules (detailed in [12,17]) that define a building. Thereby, the “HipGlued” keyword needs to be present
in every building part whose roof merging is required, as is shown in the following snippet:

...
bpart0->buildingpart(HipGlued,10):{...}
...
bpart1->buildingpart(HipGlued,10):{...}
...
bpart2->buildingpart(Hip,10):{...}
...

In the example above, there are three parts defining a building: bpart0, bpart1, and bpart2.
For bpart0 and bpart1, it is defined that they should share the same roof, since they both have the
“HipGlued” parameter for roof type definition. On the other hand, bpart2 does not share its roof
with any other building part. Instead, an isolated hip cover will be created upon it. It is noteworthy
to clarify that transitions among building parts that do not share the same roof are still supported.
For instance, divisions within bpart0 and/or bpart1 may have passage doors for rooms belonging
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to bpart2, unless eventual geometric operations carried out during floor-plan division restrict the
placement of such transitions (e.g., by the lack of adjacent wall).

After defining the rules and submitting them to procedural modeling, the set of processes run
regularly (as described in Section 3) until the roof production stage, which is now capable of applying
the straight skeleton algorithm whenever it is demanded by rules’ specifications. For the already
documented roof types, the process follows as reported in [12,17]. On the other hand, for all the
building parts labeled to hold straight skeleton roof (through the introduced “HipGlued” parameter),
a geometric test is carried out to check which of them are in spatial contact with others, at the ground
level. Relying on that test, groups of contacting building parts are set up. For each one of these groups,
ear-clipping-based polygons (loaded and processed with the complete list of vertices belonging to the
ground-level shapes of the building parts integrating a given group) are also built. Further operations
involve the application of the straight skeleton algorithm that returns the required 3D roofs to cover
the groups of contacting building parts. Regarding the freshly mentioned algorithm itself, essentially,
it can be defined as a shrinking process using the edges formed by an initial polygon, in which split
events may occur whenever a vertex collides with an edge. The resulting straight skeleton is formed
by the set of curves configured by vertices displacement. Figure 10 presents four generated straight
skeleton roofs, for validation purposes and a better understanding of the described algorithm goal.
During parametrization, roof compositions (belonging to different building parts) were wittingly set
with the “HipGlued” parameter to ensure a fully-merged generation.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 10. Roofs generated with the methodology’s straight skeleton implementation: (a) consists of a
U-shaped roof that connects three roof components; (b) is a T-shaped roof composed by a couple of roof
components; (c,d) respectively depict S- and H-shaped, both of them connecting three roof components.

In the end, the virtual building enhancements step takes place to produce details in the building,
in accordance with what was mentioned in Section 3.

4.7. Computational Performance

An evaluation considering average load per CPU core, RAM usage, time, and number of generated
vertices was carried out, focusing the impact of the methodology’s implementation over computational
resources. It took place in a computer whose specifications include an IntelR CoreTM i7 CPU (Model
M620) running at 2.67 GHz, as well as 4 GB of RAM capacity.
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Specifically, and as presented in Table 2, tests encompassed the production of five virtual buildings
groups, each one varying the number of both building parts and divisions, in a sequential and
progressive increment.

Table 2. Performance tests’ schedule, gradually incrementing the number of building parts per
generation group and the number of rooms per building part, totaling 25 generations.

Building Parts Rooms’ Range

1 [3–7]
2 [5–9]
3 [7–11]
4 [9–13]
5 [11–15]

Figure 11 depicts these tests’ results. Average CPU usage stabilized between 37 and 61% during
the tests. The interval of RAM consumption was about [40, 45] MB. It is also remarkable that the most
complex structure, with 25,728 vertices, took no longer than 125 ms to be generated.

Figure 11. Chart depicting the performance tests performed on five groups of virtual buildings with a
gradual increment of building parts per group and divisions per generation [12,17].

Next, the final section addresses future challenges and conclusions, wherein forthcoming
directions regarding the authors’ procedural modeling research line are discussed.

5. Conclusions and Future Challenges

The procedural modeling approach proposed by [12] to deal with the production of traversable
buildings composed of floor-plans was revisited in this paper, and its relevance for the accomplishment
of other research project was highlighted. The first version of this procedural modeling approach
resulted from the ERAS project, which aimed at the virtual reconstruction of Roman buildings based on
textual descriptions [14,16,18]. Later, an enhanced version was integrated in the building’s production
process of MixAR, which refers to a cultural heritage MR project for providing visualization over
virtual reconstructions seamlessly aligned upon ruins [19–22]. Recently, another work for cultural
heritage aiming at ruins’ virtual reconstructions within full VR environments produced using UAS
surveys and photogrammetry [25] also benefited from this procedural modeling approach. Along the
way, a doctoral thesis [17] and two Master’s dissertations [23,24] were also accomplished. Meanwhile,
recent enhancements to enable straight skeleton-based roofs’ production were implemented, allowing
the optional merging of two or more building coverings into a single one with the aim of improving
realism. A table summarizing the addressed methodology’s progress is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of the progress made during the development of the revisited procedural modeling methodology [12], from the preliminary to final version.

```````````Topic
Version Preliminary Version Enhanced Version Final Version

Rules’ system and format Extensive and complex grammar-based
rules following the L-system logical
sequence; it also includes several
(detachable) restriction rules.

XML4BD, also inspired by L-system
(hierarchic organization enables
building treemaps defining buildings’
structures).

Ontology-based grammar rules, inspired by
L-system; GUI hiding grammar complexity.

Restriction rules Semantic mapping of structures to categories
corresponding to general ontology elements
(generalization).

Complementary set of default
parameters defining building
components’ textures and dimensions.

Essentially, the same set of parameters of previous
version, but accessible and editable through GUI.

Rules’ compiling and
pre-testing

None. XML4BD structure validation, parsing,
and fitting into ontology-based classes,
growth, and connectivity pre-test.

Adapted from the previous version to deal with
the ontology-based grammar.

Supported shapes Rectangles of variable size for different
building parts.

Convex delimitations constraining
buildings, with an impact on border
rooms.

“Fake-concave” delimitations constraining
buildings; convexly-arranged constraining walls
for inner rooms.

Floor plan generation strategy Rectangular divisions based on the pure
treemap approach, considering relative
occupation weights.

Rooms’ weights balanced distribution
combined with a treemap approach
adapted to work with convex shapes
that are triangulated to control
expansions, through Heron’s formula.

Flagging approach enabling one to consider or
discard building parts to support “fake-concave”
building delimitations; rooms’ shaping through
user-defined grammar parameters.

Basic roof types “Hip” type with a central descending hole
(openings for gardens and water collection
purposes, typically Roman).

Support to “Flat”, regular “Hip”,
“Mansard”, “None” and “Pyramid”
types.

Roof type based on the straight skeleton
approach.

Special structures’ support Water collection system, peristylium,
without garden and columns, derived from
the general to the Roman ontology.

Garden and completions: doors and
windows frames.

Mainly addressing roofs’ enhancement (flaps’ and
edges’ thickening operations).

Contributions and related
works

Buildings ontology [14]; virtual
reconstruction for archeological sites’
approach proposal [13]; textual extraction
through natural language processing [115];
coarse generation of ancient Roman
houses [15].

Combination of natural language
processing with procedural modeling
for ERAS [18]; convex shapes
support [16]; contributions for
MixAR [20–22] and related master
theses [23,24].

Doctoral thesis [17] and book [12], documenting
this procedural modeling methodology
(including support to non-convex shapes
outlining buildings and rooms’ shaping);
a combination of this methodology with
photogrammetry to set up enhanced VR
environments [25].
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A small village composed of both manually-produced and procedurally-generated virtual models
simulating the reconstruction of a fictitious archeological site with Roman style characteristics is
presented in Figure 12, to exemplify an integrated digital environment built up with the support of the
proposed methodology. While former models were acquired from online platforms—CGTrader
(Vilnius, Lithuania) and Free3D (TurboSquid, Inc., New Orleans, Louisiana, United States of
America)—latter ones were integrated without additional restructuring tasks. Only translations,
rotations, and scaling operations were used to place and resize both types properly.

Figure 12. Synthesized village partially styled with Roman features, built up combining
manually-modeled and procedurally-generated virtual elements: arched entrance, delimiting walls,
grass, rocks, statues, streets, trees, and warehouses were retrieved from online platforms (CGTrader
and Free3D); remaining (traversable) elements, namely habitation buildings topped with different
roof types (widespread within the walled area), greater domus, and large covering structure supported
by columns (both nearby the village’s entrance) were generated through the GUI-based software
that was developed to implement the proposed methodology. Historical/architectural faithfulness is
not claimed.

It is important to highlight that this methodology aims to supply specialists such as archeologists
and multimedia professionals (AR/VR) with tools to enable the iterative and free-style development
of coarse virtual buildings towards reliable hypotheses, rather than restraining options through
architectonic-style rules’ imposition. In most of the projects that benefited from the revisited
procedural modeling methodology, a trial-and-error approach to reach the virtual buildings was
followed. For example, while in ERAS, some of the proposed hypotheses relied on the supervision
of an experienced archeologist, the virtual models generated for MixAR were evaluated by AR/VR
developers, through online documentation support.

As a short discussion note, it is noteworthy to mention that many procedural modeling solutions
for the production of virtual buildings with interiors have been proposed (e.g., [90,99,101,117,118])
with remarkable supporting processes (e.g., computer-generated floor-plans) and results.
Although, addressed buildings’ geometries mostly focus squared/rectangular shapes. Others
approaches [103,105] relying on CSG algorithms and generative modeling languages have been
proposed to produce complex structures that, besides requiring programming skills, are usually very
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time consuming and oriented to rectangular/squared-based geometries. The work developed by
Dahl and Rinde [91] admittedly addresses shapes’ arbitrariness on traversable buildings. However,
the interior divisions’ generation carried out by the algorithm does not seem to be appropriate when
rooms’ generation control (for example geometric constraints and rooms’ arrangements) is required.
Dahl and Rinde [91] also reported the lack of support to produce geometric holes modeling building
limits. The visual distinction between room types is hamper by the absence of texturing features.

Despite the accomplishment of the proposed objectives for the procedural modeling work
documented in [12], there is still much space for improvement, namely in the following aspects:
support to multiple floors, integration of pure concave geometries, reuse/re-adaptation of division’s
dead zones, i.e., space gaps resulting from inner and outer walls’ manipulation, and automatic inclusion
of furniture. Moreover, proper interfaces must be extended to allow collaborative work among the
community of archeologists and related professionals, in particular towards proposals and refinements
of virtual reconstructions.

As part of future work as well, efforts for the integration of more effective automatisms for
virtual models’ procedural production/generation will be developed, taking advantage of promising
emerging machine learning solutions. Among the approaches are adversarial networks (GANs),
which have the interesting ability to synthesize outputs within a given context, based on a specific
problem-oriented dataset. Strategies to build ontology-based GANs and studies to assess the quality
of floor-plans and 3D meshes generated through this kind of approach must be carried out. Enabling
high-level user-defined restrictions on GANs’ action is a challenge that should also be addressed.
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